Noninvasive electroencephalography and mesial temporal sclerosis.
In this study, preoperative interictal and ictal scalp EEG findings from 24 patients with histologically proven hippocampal sclerosis were analyzed. The electrophysiological findings showed a rather uniform picture: all interictal epileptiform discharges were confined to the temporal region most frequently located at the sphenoidal electrodes. In 50% of the patients contralateral temporal spikes were found, 66% of which were at homologous temporal electrode sites. Initial ictal EEG seizure patterns consisted of rhythmical activity in the delta, theta, or alpha range regionalized over the ipsilateral temporal area or lateralized to the ipsilateral hemisphere. Only 3% of the 173 recorded seizures were found to build up over the side contralateral to the seizure origin. Topographic mapping of temporal spikes in most cases shows a dipolar field with a narrow negative field at the basal temporal area and a widespread positivity at the frontocentroparietal midline, i.e., a vertical dipole. Multiple dipole modeling reveals a spike propagation system between basal and lateral temporal areas. There is evidence that the characteristic initial EEG seizure pattern in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy is of the hypersynchronous form consisting of rhythmic repetitive epileptiform discharges.